MO77

the Lacis YARN BALL WINDER II

A device for winding yarn into a coreless ball, typically from a skein form.

Yarn Guide
Spindle

Setup:
Rotate the Yarn Guide so the loop end faces upward. The guide must be
firmly pulled out (aprox 1 1/2”) until it snaps and locks into place
Set Spindle into Geared Base by aligning notches. While holding Geared
Base, turn Spindle clockwise to secure.
Clamp the Ball Winder to table or other support by turning the red knob to
control the integral Clamp. Clamp will work on thicknesses up to 1 1/2”.

Gear Box
Knob

Handle

Operation:

Yarn to be wound should be free of tension as it comes off a swift or cone.
Feed end of yarn through Yarn Guide and secure in notch on top of the
Spindle. Yarn is easily placed through guide by simply wrapping it, in a clockwise direction, around the end coil.
Turn handle clockwise, forming the yarn into a ball.

Gear Box

Clamp

Finished ball can be withdrawn from winder by simply pulling off from underside of ball.
Yarn from ball can be used by withdrawing from center core or from outer edge.
Additional Spindles are available for purchase seperatly.
Spindle

Manufactured and distributed by:
LACIS.com, Berkeley, CA 94703
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